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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents an application of the Peter-Weyl theorem- a key theorem of har

monic analysis on homogeneous space- to get a new formula for the physical states of the 

Kogut-Susskind Hamiltonian model. A physical state is identified wilh a malrix element of a 

suitable representation of the infinite product of the gauge group. The Clebsh-Gordan coeffi

cients for the physical states are obtained. We deduce a handy formula for lhe plaquellc term 

in the Hamiltonian, so lhat the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian in the physical space 

for Lhe (2+ 1 )-dimensional S'U(2) model can be calculated without using the Wigncr-Eckart 

theorem for tensor operators. 
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1. Introduction 

In this paper our am1 IS to show how to apply the Peter-\Vcyl theory-the structure 

theory of invariant functions on homogeneous space- to analyze the gauge invariant dy

namics of the Kogut-Susskind Hamiltonian model 111121
. In this model the configuration space 

is the infinite product of gauge groups assigned to each of lattice links. The state space is 

defined to be the £ 2-functions on the configuration space. The model has a large amount of 

symmetry- the gauge transformations. This paper presents a new formulation of the gauge 

invariant functions. In Section 2 we review t.hc Hamiltonian formalism of lat.tice gauge theory 

and how to specify the physical states which correspond to the gauge invariant functions. To 

analyze the gauge invariant functions, one cannot apply direct.ly the Pclcr- \Veyl theory be

cause a gauge transformation acts on the configuration space as neither right- nor left-action, 

considering the configuration space as a topological group. In Section 3 we will show how 

to extend the configuration space on which the gauge transformations act as a left-action. 

The extended configuration space has an extra right-action which relates the extended con 

figuration space to the original one. We will prove a modified version of the Peter-Weyl 

theorem which tells us that a gauge i1wariant funct.ion is nothing but a matrix element of 

the suitable representation of the extended configuration space as a topological group. i\ 

collection of matrix clements of suitable irreducible representations spans the gauge invari 

ant functions as a linear space. This is the key point of this paper. By this interpretation 

we get a new presentation of the plaqudte term as a matrix clement. Then we can study 

the operation of the plaquette term on the physical states by decomposing a product of two 

matrix elements into irreducible components. The decomposition is completely described 

by Clebsb-Gordan coefficients. In Section 4 the formula of the Clebsh-Cordan coefficients 

for the physical states in (2+1)-dimensional SC(2) case is obtained. finally the explicit 

formula for the matrix clements of the Hamiltonian in the physical space is deduced from 

the Clebsh-Gordan coefficients. In the last section .s we summarize the results of this paper 

and discuss the ring structure of the gauge invariant !'unctions which plays an important role 

in our argument. 
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2. Hamiltonian formalism of lattice gauge theory 

2.1. THE KOGUT-SUSSKIND HAMILTONIAN 

We begin with the simplest case. Let G be a compact Lie group, especially SU(N). vVe 

fix a basis Tcr of its Lie algebra 9( G) such that Tr TcrT.B = ~sa/3 where the trace is taken in 

the defining representation. We define a quantum mechanics on G: the configuration space 

is G, and then the state space is L2 ( G) with the invariant measure of G. We should prepare 

the momentum operator and the position operator. 

Define the momentum operators ER, EL as 

ER.f(x) = ~ dd I f(x · exp it:Ta), 
z e E=O 

Etf(x) = ~~I /( exp ( -it:Ta) · x) 
z de E= O 

where f(x) E L2( G) . Thus the momentum operator ER (EL) is the infinitesimal form of the 

right (left) action on L2(G) . Define the position operator 0, 

Uf(x) = r(x)f(x) 

where r !s the defining representation. This definition means that the 0 is a N x N matrix 

of operators and the operation causes to multiply f(x) by aN x N matrix of functions r(x). 

Then the commutation relations are obtained from the definitions, as 

[BR ,B~] = o 

where [Tcr, TP] = ifa.BIT1 . We use also the notation r for the representation of Lie algebra 

Q( G) associated with r . 

These rclntions show that the ER (EL) is similar to the angular momentum. This is 

more than an analogy, but we will not make further argument here. 

Now the Hamiltonian H for the free theory is defined as 

(The last equation is from the Peter-Weyl theorem.) 
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To know about the dynamics of this simple model, we set a basis of the state space which 

diagonalizes H. For this purpose we introduce the Peter-Weyl theorem: 131 

Theorem (Peter-Weyl). Let G be a compact topological group. Then) 

L2
( G) = Lin{ Jn;( alp I ,B) ; where np = dimp, p E 'D( G)} 

where V( G) is a 1·epresentative set of all i1~reducible (finite dimensional unitary) representa

tions of G and {I a)} 1:::;a-:::;np is a orthonormal basis. The symbol Lin means to take liner hull 

and the Upper line means to take closure. The ( al PI .B) stands fo1· the function (a I p(g) I .B) 
on G 

We write (alp(g)I,B), in short, as Pa/3 which is simply a matrix element of the representa

tion p. Consequently vn:;Pa/3 spans a reducible (right) module Lin{vn:;Pa/3; 1 ~ ,B:::; np} 

under the right action on L 2(G) which is equivalent to the np-times product of p. Under left 

action vn:;Pa/3 spans a reducible (left) module Lin{ vn:;Pa/3; 1 :::; a~ np} which is equiv

alent to the np-times product of p, the complex conjugate representation of p. This fact and 

the reality of l::(E]i)2 and l::(E£)2 prove the equation in the definition of H. 
0' 0' 

A base ,JnPPa/3 is specified by three natural labels. The first label specifies the represen

tation p and the rest two are a and ,B. In the special case of SU(2) we will use the notation 

p to express a representation and also the half integer value of the total angular momentum 

of p. In this case the eigen value of H with respect to ..JnPPa/3 is p(p + 1). For the labeling 

one can use three eigen values of H, E1, and E}, which are non-negative half integers. In 

general case the eigen value is given by the formula which contains the highest weight of p 

and all positive roots of Lie algebra of G. (See APPENDIX A.) We can see that a higher 

representation corresponds to a higher excitation. 

Now we proceed to the full (d+l)-dimensional model. Let f bead-dimensional (spatial) 

cubic lattice: that is f = zd. (Or one may suppose that f has cyclic boundary.) We use 

letters i j k l to refer lattice sites. The lattice r inherits natural metric from Rd. Let i, j E f 

be called neighboring sites if their distance of two sites is exactly one. Then each site of 

lattice has 2d neighboring sites. vVe write L for a set of all links; the set of all ordered pairs 

of neighboring sites. Call (i,j) E L positive (negative) if the unit vector j- i has positive 

(negati\·e) component with respect to a fixed orientation on Rd. Then L = £+ U L- where 

L + (L -) is a set of positive (negative) pairs. 
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We assign G to each link and denote as Gij the one assigned to a link (i,j). We call the 

infinite direct product n Gij the extended configuration space C. This space will play 
(i,j)EL 

an important role in the next section. 

Define the configuration space C to be the collection of Gij for all positive links, that is 

C= TI Gij· 
(i,j)EL+ 

We define the state space 'H to be L2(C) with respect to the infinite product measure. 

This space L 2 (C) is naively the infinite tensor product of L2(Gij) assigned to each positive 

link. A typical element f of 'H is a finite sum of terms each of which is a finite product of 

elements in L2( Gij )'s assigned to each positive link. 

Similarly, we define the momentum operator E0 and the position operator U ij for all 

(i,j) E L. 

{ 

E'Rfkl if(i,j) = (k,l); 

EfJ!kl := E[)kl if (j,i) = (k,l); 

!k1 elsewhere, 

{

?!kl if(i,j)=(k,l); 

uij/k! = u-1 fkl if (j, i) = (k,t) ; 

fkl elsewhere, 

where each of E'R, E£, U is the same as defined on L2(Gkt) for (k,l) E L+. 

Thus these operators obey the commutation relations below: 

[Ea . Ef3] - 0 
t) l kl -

Now Lhen, we define 

for (i,j) =I (k,l) 
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the Kogut-Susskind H amiltonian 

H = L (Ei1 )
2

- Kl:TrUo 
(i,j)EU D 

where (Eij)2 = :L(E~)2 , f{ is a coupling constant, U0 = U,1 U1~.:UktVt. for each plaquetle 
cr 

~0~ which is by definition, a minimum square of connected four links (i,j), (j, k), (k, l), (I, i). 

The summation of 0 is taken for all plaquett.es. 

A basis of 'H which diagonalizes :L (Eij )2 is easily oblaincd from lhe basis con-
(i,j)e£+ 

structed for the simplest, case, by multiplying finite number of elements assigned to each 

positive link. 

The Hamiltonian H has a large amount of symmetry due to the rcma1n1I1g (time· 

independent) gauge symmetries. To see this, define the (infinilesimal) gauge transformation 

at site i: 

Jc;r = '\"' Eo/. 
I- D I) 

(i,j)EL 

where the summation is taken for all j such lhat (i,j) E L. Then we gel [Jf, H] = 0 from 

the commutation relations. We say the stale f is physical if J~ f = 0 for all a and i, and 

denote the physical subspace 'H11hy· 

2.2. LAB ELING T il E PHYSICAL STATES 

\Ve constructed a basis which diagonalizcs Lhe kinetic Lerm :L (E,1 f. To label a 
(•,J)E£1 

stale we should specify a representation and two base vectors for each positive link. Then 

we get a labeling: 

IPij, Va, vp)(i,j)e£+ (2.1) 

where va, vp arc bases of the representation space of Pij· In SU(2) case one can use eigcn 

values of momentum operators for each label: 

I (E. )2 r,3 ):'3 ) 
11 : ~''ji , JiJ (i,j)e£+ (2.2) 

where the same symbol is used in place of ils cigen value. 



Let us now attempt to label the physical states. The construction is closely related to 

th 1. t . f G d h . . . l•l 1~1 e mer represen at10ns o an t e1r compos1t10ns . 

By definition a physical state is singlet under the operation of Jf which is a generator 

of the tensor-product representation of all Eij's for fixed i. By fixing orientation we specify 

a direction by a integer d = ±1, ±2, ... , ±n where -d is the opposite direction of d. To 

specify a neighboring site by direction we put a semicolon between site i and direction d. 

For example, 
n 

Jf = L Eij = L(Ei;-d + Ei;d)· 
(i,j)EL d=l 

Let us refine the labeling (2.1) by composing the representations, connected at site i, one by 

one. The each step is performed by combining labels for two representations p and p' using 

the fact that the tensor product Vp ® VP' of the representation spaces Vp, Vp' is decomposed 

into irreducible components by the action of the product representation p ® p' of G. That 

is, from two labels !P,Vi,Vj), 1/,v~,,vj,) we construct new label !p,p',p",v~~~,vjn) where 

the p" specifies a irreducible component* of the p ® p1 and the vector v~:, 's are bases of its 

representation space. 

For simplicity we will explain the case d=2. We combine labels of two positive (negative) 

links for each site i. Then we have 

IPi;l , Pi;2, Pi;l ® Pi;2, v;, v; ; Pi;-1 , Pi;-2, Pi;-1 ® Pi;-2, va', vp,)i 

where Pi;l ®Pi;2 (Pi;-1 ®Pi;-2) stands for a label of irreducible components. Combine Pi;1 ®Pi;2 

and Pi;-1 ® Pi;-2 · Then, 

!Pi;l , Pi;2 , Pi;-1 , Pi;-2 , Pi;l ® Pi;2 , Pi;-1 ® Pi;-2 , 

Pi;l ® Pi;2 ® Pi;-l ® Pi;-2 , tua" , wpu) i 
(2.3) 

Using the labeling (2.3), we see that a physical state has a label where Pi;l ® Pi;2 ® Pi;-1 ® 

Pi;-2 is 0-representation and tuo-" = tupu is its invariant state. 

We shall discuss the (2+1)-dimensional case of SU(2) in detail. For SU(2) any repre

sentation and its complex conjugate are the same one. 

* It is not sufficient to specify the type of representation of the irreducible component, because, in case 
of SU(N) (N > 2), the product representation may have many irreducible components which are of 

the same type. This difficulty was mentioned in Ref 4. Also sec the rcference~61 
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Thus (Ef;_d)2 = (Ef-d;d)2 for d = 1, 2. Then labeling (2.3)becomes: 

I(Ei;l)
2 

l (Ei;2)
2 

l (Ei;l + Ei;2)
2 

l (Ei;-1 + Ei;-2)
2 

l (Ji)
2 

l J~ l Jf)i 

For the physical states (Ji)2 = Jf =a. This implies (Ei;I + Ei;2)2 = (Ei;-1 + Ei;-2)2 because 

the product p1 ® P2 contains a-representation if and only if p1 = p2 = P2. Furthermore this 

a-representation has multiplicity 1 in p 1 0 p2. Thus we need three indices for labeling the 

physical states: 

or 

where Pi;ls are the total angular momenta which satisfy the triangle rule: 

iPi;l - Pi;2i ~ Pi;l2 ~ Pi;l + Pi;2· 

A graphical presentation of this labeling was developed in Ref 5. (Or another presentation 
. I< , I . 111 ) us1ng agome att1ce . 

3. Harnwnic analysis on the extended configuration space 

3.1. STRUCTURB TIIBOREMS 

'T'he Peter-Weyl theorem is, as we have seen, a structure theorem of the function on a 

compact topological group. This theorem can be extended on a compact homogeneous space 

Gjl\ for a compact topological group C' and its closed subgroup K. We denole TJ(G,I\) 

the subset of TJ(G) c'ach of which element has at least one nonzero ]{ invariant vector. We 

choose a basis {Ia)} l~a:5np so that the first m~( vectors are /{-invariant i.e. p(k)la) = Ia) 
for 1 ::; a~ 1n~( and all k E J(. Them~\ is called multiplicity of p. The statement is 

Theorem. Let f( be a closed subgroup of a compact group G. Then1 

The left hand side L2 (G/ K) means the right !{-invariant functions on G and the right one 

derin~s from the original theorem merely by replacing the kct vector with the /\-invariant 

one. Furthermore \\"c can extend this theorem to the case L\C j J(. 
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Corollary. Let f{ ,L be closed subgroups of a compact group G. Then, 

L2(L\Gfl\) = Lin{Jn;(a!'pi,B); where 15o5m;, I5iJ5m;, p E 'D(G.K,L)} (3.2) 

where'D(G,K,L) = 'D(G,K)n'D(G,L), and {!a)'h5o5np is anotherbasisforL, and 

L2(L\G/ I\) is the closure of a set of right ]{-invariant, left L-int·arianl functions i.e. 

f(lxk) = f(x) for all x E G, k E I<, IE L. 

Proof. We will show only inclusion (C). Lel f E I}(Gfl\\L). We may assume lhal f 
has the form of the right hand side of theorem (3.1): 

f(x) = ( a!p(x )I K) 

where IK) is a J( -invariant vector. Since f is left L-in variant, for any l E L 

f(x) = f(lx) = (ajp(l)p(x)jK) = L p(l)cq(!jP(x)jK) 
"( 

From the linear independency of (ajp(x)jK), we have 

p( l)a1 = 001 for all 1 

This implies 

(ajp(l) = (aj. 0 

3.2. EXTENDED CONFIGURATION SPACE 

In this subsection we will study the relationship between C and C, and the action of 

gauge transformation group on them. Identifying each positive and corresponding negati,·e 

links we gel, as has been suggested, C from C. Precisely, we define G'gtue lo be a subgroup 

of C. 

G91ue = {U E C; Uij = UJI for all possible site indicc::; i,j} 

where we consider the equation Uij = Uji under the canonical identification G',1 = G1, = C'. 

Then, we have lhe equi,·alence as homogeneous spaces. 

where the identification map is give by the extension or the map c,J X c:)l --) Gij such Lhal 

(g+, 9-) ~--+ 9+ · g: 1 for each positive link (i,j). 
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Recall that the gauge transformations, by definition, act on the function space; however, 

their finite form are realized by the action on C as 

if k = i; 

if I= i ; 

otherwise 

where {UH}(k,l)eL+ is an element of C. (One can see easily that the definition of J,(g) 

coincides with the usual definition of the gauge transformation in the lattice gauge theory, 

which is generated by gat the site i.) We denote Ggauge the group generated by all Ji(g)'s 

for all site i and all g E C. It is very important that Ji(9) can be lift eel up onto C in such a 

factorized form Ji(9) as 

Ji(g)Ukt = . kl { 
g-l u if k=i ·, 

U kl otherwise. 

Then we have the following commutative diagram. 

1 j ,(g) 

c ~ C/Ggtue ~ 

where 11 is the natural projection. 

1 J,(g) 

c 

We denote Ggar~ge the group generated by all }i(g)'s for all site i and all g E G, which is 

realized as a subgroup of C: 

Ggaugc = {U E c.; Uij = uik for all possible site indices i,j, k}. 

This means that the left Ggauge action (as a subgroup) and the action of },(g)'s on C arc the 

same. Then we have 

Prom this relation our main theorem follows. 

Theorem. There is 1-1 correspondence between gauge invam111l functions 011 C and 

both left G gauge- and t·ight G !Jlue -invariant functions on C. 

Combining with the corollary (3.2) we get the structure theorem for gauge invariant 

functions. 
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Structure theorem for gauge invariant functions. 

p(a) ~-~ P ) - - - -{ JTG"( Ogauge P 0 glue ; P E 'D( C, Gglue> Ggauge)} 

is a complete o1·thono1·mal basis of gauge invm-iant functions. 

The states IO:a\~]e), 10:/ue) are invariant bases for each of GgiM and Ggauge and the index 
- -a distinguishes the Ggauge-mult iplicity of p. On the other hand Gg/ue-multiplicity is one. A 

representation p E V(C, Gglue, Ggauge) is an infinite product of irreducible representations of 

G assigned to each links- but only finite number of them are non trivial, and has invariant 

bases for each of Gglue and Ggauge · 

PToof. Any gauge invariant function f on C has the corresponding both left Ggauge - and 

right Gg/ue-invariant function j = fo7r on C. The function j belongs to L 2(C) if and only if 

f belongs to L2 (C). Then we have 

- 2 - - -f E L (Ggauge\C/Gglue)· 

Apply the corollary (3 .2) to the triple of groups C, Gglue> and Gga.uge, then we get the 

compone'nt expression of f as desired form. The uniqueness of I o;luc) is from the fact 

that tensor product of two irreducible representations of G contains, if it exists, unique 0-

component and !Oglue) is the tensor product of all stable vectors each of which is associated 

to the 0-component of the tensor product of the two representations of each positive link 

and corresponding negative li nk . 0 

We should notice that C, Gg lue, and Ggauge are compact groups because the infinite 

product of compact groups is also a compact topological group under the product topology. 
- (8) 

Furthermore C has the product measure which is the invariant IJaar measure. Thus the 

Peter-Weyl theorem is applicable to C. 

3.3. lDENTlffCATION OF PLAQUETTE TER~I 

Through the correspondence between states and functions, the operator U1J is nothing 

but the multiplicative operator T(Uij) on the function space. Furthermore, the plaquette 
• • • • • I k • term TrU 0 = Tr(UijUjkUk/Uii) ,ass igned to the plaquette iD1, corresponds to TrT(Uo) 

that is a gauge invariant fu11ction. Based on the structure theorem for gauge invariant 
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functions one can find the expression of this function as a matrix element. Define a rep

resentation p0 of C as the infinite product of representations of G so that we assign the 

defining representation to links (ij),(j ,k),(k,l),(l,i) and assign the complex conjugate of the 

defining representation to links (j,i),(kj),(l,k),(i,l) and assign a-representation to other links. 

We write IOab,cd) for the stable base of 0-representation component of the tensor product 

of the defining representation of the link (a, b) and the complex conjugate of the defining 

representation of (c, d). 

Then IOg/ue) is a tensor product IOij,ji)IOjk,kJ)IOkr,u,:)IOri,il) and IOgauge) is a tensor 

product IOij,i!)IOjk,ji)IOkl,kj)IOri,lk) where we omit the infinite product of stable bases of 

a-representations assigned to the other links. 

In this case Ggauge-multiplicity is also one. The following proposition gives the matrix 

element expression of the plaquette term. 

P r op osition. In the case of SU(N) 

Proof. 'vV,e need more information about IOab,cd)· We write lo) for the o-th natural base of 

the defining representation of SU(N). In the case of SU(2) define 11)* = 12) and 12)* -
-11), otherwise define In)*= In) . Then we have 

It is easy to see that the right hand side is eliminated by the action of all generators of 

tensor-product representation. Furthermore IOab,cd) has the contraction property: 

N 

(a lab (,BI:dPabPcd I Oab,ccl) = ~ 2)Pab)a,(Pcd)p1 

!=I 

where pis the defining representation T(U). We should notice that for the case of 5U(2) we 

have p = p, then the complex conjugate term (Pcd)p, of the right hand side comes from the 

twisted definition of 11)* and 12)*. 

By definition we have Po = Pij Pji Pjk fik1 Pkl Pik Pli Pi/· Then, using contraction property, 
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we get 

= N4
( oij,i/1 ( o 1k,1d ( okl,kj I ( o,i,lk I 

X Pij Pji Pjk Pkj Pkl Pik Pli PiiiOij,ji) I 0 jk,kj) I 0 kl,lk) I 0/i,il) 

Greek indices 

Greek indice& 

= Trr(Uo) 

? - ') 
To get the last equation, we use the correspondence between L~(C) and L~(c). 0 

4. Formula of the matrix elements of H 

4.1. CLEBSH-GORDAN COEFFICIENTS 

It is trivial that the product of two gauge invariant functions is also gauge invarianl. But 

this implies a non-trivial consequence that the tensor product of two bases of the physical 

states which we chose in the previous section would be decomposed into the linear combi

nation of the same basis. A base of the physical states is a matrix clement of a suitable 

irreducible representation p of C. Thus the decomposition coefficients arc the special case of 

the Clebsh-Gordan coefficients of C. 

We write simply f for the function which corresponds to a base or the physical sta.tes. 

Then the irreducible representation pf o[ C corresponds to f. (We will omit the tilde for 

representations.) We write simply I0{1uJ for IO;fue) and IOtauye) for IO~d;}). 

Then we have the matrix element expression: 

2 

where np1:::: [I [I (2Pi ;d + 1)(2Pi;-d + 1) = fi[(2Pi;I + 1)(2Pi;2 + l )]2_ (We write simply Pi;<l 
i d=l i 

for / .) t;d 
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We choose another base f' . The product f' · f can be rewritten as 

I !' I !'I !' f I !I f f . f = ,;n;;;(ogauge p oglue). vn;;;(ogauge p oglue) 

( r I( 1 I r 11 t ) I 1 . = ,;n;;;;n;; 09au9e Ogauge P 0 P Oglue Oglue) 

The state IO[~uge)IO[auge) is Ggauge-invariant state of the representation pf' 0 pf. Thus 

IO[~uge)IO[auge) can be decomposed into irreducible Ggauge-invariant states with respect 

to the decomposition of pf' 0 pf into irreducible representations. For lo;;ue)I0:11Le) the 

situation is the same. 

Here we restrict ourselves to the (2+1)-dimensional SU(2) case. On SU(2) an irreducible 

representation is specified by a non-negative half integer p, and its basis is labeled by a half 

integer m (lml :::; p ). We write IP, m) for this base-the state which has total momentum p 

and has z-component m . 

An irreducib le component of the tensor product of two irreducible representations, is 

completely determined by the Clebsh-Gordan coefficients C(PIP2P3; m 1 m2m3). The state 

IP12, m) of the irreducible component Pl2 of the tensor product PI 0 P2 is given as 

and its inverse relation 

where we use the no tat ion (PI + P2)PI2 which means P12-component of the producL repre

sentat ion PI ® P2 · At this t ime we may not need extra-index for SU(2) to specify which 

component of the same class of the representation we choose. The component is unique. 

(See APPENDIX B for detailed formula.) 

The Clebsh-Gordan coefficients describe completely the composition of two represen

tations . But, when one compose more than two representations the order of composition 

becomes a problem. For later application we shall consider the composition order problem 

fo r fou r representations. For the total representation space of the composite representation 

p of Pl, PJ., P3, and p4, we will choose two bases 

Then we introduce the Wigncr's 9j-symbol (the curly brackets) wh ich cornbines these two 
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bases: 

j((Pl + P2)Pl2 + (P3 + P4)P34)p,m) 

= 2:: I((Pl + P3)Pl3 + (P2 + P4)P24)P, m,) 

{ 

Pl P2 

X j(2PI2+1){2p3dl)(2pl3+1)(2p2•+1) P3 P4 

Pl3 P24 

(See also APPENDIX B.) 

Recall the argument of the labeling for the physical state in Subsection 2.2. r\ base .f of 

the physical states corresponds to some IPi;l, Pi;2, Pi;l2) i' Then we have explicit formulae: 

2 

10:/ue) = II II I(Pi;d + Pi+d;-d)O,O) 
i d=l 

IO£auge) = II I (Pi;12 + Pi;-12)0, 0) 

= II I ((Pi;l + Pi;2)Pi;l2 + (Pi;-l + Pi;-2)Pi;-12)0, 0) 
I 

Then using the 9j-symbol, we have 

I o;;ue) I o;lue) 

= II II I(Pi;d + P~+d;-d)o,o) ®I(Pi;d + Pi+d;-d)o,o) 
i d= l 

2 

= II II I ( (P~;d + Pi+d;-d)O + (Pi;d + Pi+d;-d) )0, 0) 
i d=l 

2 

I 

Pr+d;-d 

Pr+cl;-d 
PI 

= IIII l: 
2p+ 1 I ( ( I ) ( I ) 

( 
, )(? . ) Pi;d + Pi;d P + Pi+d;-d + Pi+d;-d)p)O, 0 

2P,,t~+ 1 ~P·;d+ 1 
i d=l p 

2 

=l: IIII 
!" i d=l 

where the sum of!" is taken for all .f" of which / 1•
1
.,1 satisfies triangle rule "'ith Pi·d and p1

. 1. 
,l, ' l,l 
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Similarly, 

2p::12+ 1 I ( I ) II ( I ) II ) 
, ( Pi;I2 + Pi;12 Pi;12 + Pi;-12 + Pi;-12 Pi;12)0, 0 . 

(2P,;l2+1)(2p,;l2+ 1) =II I: 
• II 

t Po;12 

Furthermore, 

is a composite of four representations. So is (Pi;-!2 + Pi;-J2)P£
1
; 12 . We can change even the 

composite order of even inner compositions because the coefficients of changing bases have 

no dependence on m . Thus, we have 

I ot~uge) Iota uge) 

=I: II 
X 

r"' 
I 

Pi;l2 } { Pi;-1 
I 

Pi;-12 } Pi;2 Pi;-2 

X Pi;! Pi;2 Pi;12 Pi;-1 Pi;-2 Pi;-12 
II II II II II II 

Pi;! Pi;2 Pi;12 Pi;-1 Pi;-2 Pi;12 

!" i 

r"' 
I 

Pi;l2 } { Pi;-1 
I 

' } f\2 Pi;-2 Pi;-12 
f" X Pi;I Pi;2 Pi;l2 Pi;-1 Pi;-2 Pi;-12 IOgauge)· 

II II II II II II 
Pi;l f\2 Pi;l2 Pi;-1 Pi;-2 Pi;J2 

Then, by combining Lwo formulae and normalizing factors, we geL 
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Theorem. ( Clebsh-Gordan coefficients for the tensor product of physical states) 

!' ® f = L C(f1 f; J")f11 

!" 

where C{f1 f; !") = n J(2P:;l+1)(2p:;2+1){2p:;l2+l)J(2p,;l+l){2p,;2+1)(2p,;l2+1) 
1 

{' 
I 

P:;l2 } { P:;-1 
I 

, } Pi-! Pi;2 Pi;-2 Pi-12 

X J(2p;;_ 1 +1)(2p:;_2 +1){2p:;t2+1) Pi;1 Pi;2 Pi;l2 Pi;-1 Pi;-2 Pi:l2 , 
II II II II II II 

Pi;l Pi;2 Pi;12 Pi;-1 Pi;-2 Pi;l2 

and the sum of j 11 is taken for all physical !" of which Pi
1
;d satisfies t1-iangle ·rule with Pi;d 

and Pi;d ford= 1, 2, 12. 

4.2. FORMULA OF THE MATRIX ELEMENTS OF H 

Now, we will calculate Tr T(U 0 ) J from the last theorem. We knew that Tr T(U 0 ) 

N 4 (09augeiPo IOglue); the right hand side is normalized properly. Then set f 1 as 

I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 
Pi;l = Pi;2 = Pj;-l = Pj;2 = Pj;t2 = Pj;-12 = Pk;-l = Pk;-2 = P1;1 = P1,-2 = P1;12 = P1;-12 = 2 

and otherwise P~wd = 0. The non-trivial factors arc for i,j,k,l. 
I 

For the i-factor, for instance, we have 

J 4(2p;;, + l)(2p;;'+ I )(2p;;u+ 1 )(2,>,:_, +I )(2,>,:_,+ I )(2p::u+l) { p~, 
Pi~t 

Pi;l 
II 

Pi;2 

Pi;2} 
II 

Pi;l 

1 
2 

Pi;2 

<z 
p;~" } { p,o_, 

Pi~12 P:~-1 

Pi;l 
II 

Pi;2 

0 

p;~" } Pi,-2 

Pi~-2 Pi~12 

Pi;2} . 
II 

Pi; I 

Sim.ilarly one can calculate the rest j, k, /-factors. Then finally we reproduce the result of 

11cf 5 in correction of the sign factor. 
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Matrix elements for the Hamil tonian in the physical space. 

(f'IHIJ) = I)Pi;I(Pi;l + 1) + Pi;2(Pi;2 + 1)} (!'If)- f{ L(i\!ffl 
0 

X ~+1 ~2 +lj2 +Jj? +1 ~2 +1)? +I(-)P•.•+P•;2+P,;2+P,;l2+Pt;J+Pt;J2 V'-Po;IT lV£Po;2-r"l PJ;2 -PJ;l2 V£PI;J-r"l -PI;l2 

{ Pi~l2 Pi;t 
P:;2 } { P:;l 

Pi ;2 Pi1~l2 } { Pi~-2 Pj;l2 ~i,l } { Pk~l2 Pi;l P~;2 } X 
Pi·? 

I I 
PJ;2 .- P,;l 2 Pj;l2 p} ;2 2 Pi;t Pj;l2 2 Pt,l 

{ P~2 Pt;12 ~t;l } { Pt; l 
Pi;2 

Pt;l
2

} (- yi;12+Pi;-2+Pi;l +Pk.12+PI;2+PI;-J . X 
I I 

Pt;l Pt;t2 2 Pt;l2 Pi;2 

5. Discussion 

We have developed a new method for studying the structure of the physical space by 

means of using the Peter- \tVeyl theorem on the extended configuration space C. The Clebsh

Gordan coefficients for the decomposition of the tensor product of two physical states in 

(2+1)-dimensional SU(2) model is obtained. From the Clebsh-Gorclan coefficients we have 

deduced the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian without tensor operator calculus. The 

essential point of our calculus is that each of the interaction plaquetle terms can be identified 

with some physical state. 

The formula t ion in Ref 2, 4 is based on C and the state space His dell ned to be the infinite 

tensor product of IP, Va, v,a)'s-triplet of a irreducible representation of G and its two base 

vectors-assigned to each positive li nks as we have seen in Section 2. (In Ref 4 tbc author 

called this space (the extended Hilbe1t space' . But in the present paper the word (extended' 

has <tnother meaning.) This definition of the state space has an inconvenient properly that 

the slate space is not closed under the operation of the tensor product because the tensor 

product of such two states contains generally a component in which di rrerenL representations 

appear at the same link . That is, some component of the product lp' , v~, , v[J,) IP, Va , vp) 
at the link (i,j) includes a stale on which the eigen valnes (Eij)2 and (Eji)2 do not coincide. 

On Lhe other hand Lhc (unction space !}(C) has a. natural ring structure. In tha.L formulation 

this ring structure will be losL. 
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Our new formulation stands on C. The corresponding definition of the extended state 

space if. is the infinite tensor product of IP , va)'s- pair of a irreducible representation of 

G and one base vector- assigned to each of positive and negati,·e links. In other words C 
is the direct sum of the representation spaces of the irreducible representations of C. There 

different representations can be assigned to the positive link and the corresponding negative 

link. It is obvious that the if. is closed under the operation of t.he tensor product. We write 

I p, v) for an element of if. which consists the representation p of C and the base vect.or v of 

t.he representation space of p. We define a projection p from the if. to the L2 (C) as 

where 10;/uel is defined in Section 3 for p E V(C, Gglue), and defined to be 0 elsewhere. It 

is easy to see Lhat the projection pis a ring homomorphism by using Lhe equation 

Jn;vnp,lo;/uello;;uel = ~ ~~o~;·tLe) 
p" 

where p11 moves all irreducible components contained in p ® p'. (One can check this equat.ion 

at least for SU(2) case using the decomposition formula in the present paper. for general 

case it is' still a conjecture.) 

We write L2(C)0 gaug• for the gauge invariant functions on C and if.Cgauge for Cgauge
invariant vectors in if. . Then the projection p gives the ring isomorphism 

which gives the background of our calculations. 

The map f f-+ IOJaugeJ constructed in Section 4 gives a inverse map of p from L2(C) 0 gauge 

Lo if.C9"U9•. (But it is not a ring homomorphism.) Under above ring isomorphism, we can 

study the product. J' · f by decomposing I0£~1,ye) ® IOba 11 gcJ in 71.(; 9"" 9 •. 

If once the labeling problem mentioned in the footnote in Section 2.2 IS solved, Lhe 

extension of our method to SU(N) N > 2 case is straight.forwa.rd. 
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APPENDIX A 

The operator La(ER)'2 is equal to the Casimi1· element C in the theory of Lie algebra. 

The eigen value of C in the irreducible representation p of SU(N) is given by 

where). is the highest weight of p and a moves all positive roots of SU(N). 

We can calculate C easily for lower N . 

SU(2) case: S'U(2) has only one positive root a= 1 and representation p is specified by 

half integer j of which).= j . Thus C = j(j + 1). 

SU(3) case: S'U(3) has three positive roots(!, f), (1,0), and(!, -4). The represen

tation p is specified by its highest weight (iJ,h) . Thus C = j 1(j1 + 2) + (h)2
. 

And generally, if >.' >- >. then CA.' > CA.. 

APPENDIX B 

vVe use several propert ies of the Clebsh-Gordan coefficients, the 6j-symbols, and the 

9 . b I 1n1o) J-sym o s. 

§ Clebsh-Gordan co efficients 

The expl icit fo rmula of the Clebsh-Gordan coefficients IS 

X 

where the sum over 11 is taken for all integer. (\Vc usc the corwcnt.ion for ncgal.i\·c integer n 

,!! = 0.) 
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Especially, 

§ 6j-symbol 

The definition of the 6j-symbol is 

((il + (j2 + h)j)J,ml((h + h)j' + h)J,m) 

= ..j(2j + 1)(2j' + 1)( )i<+Mi>+J t: J; ~} 

The 6j-symbol has properties below. 

i) Invariance under exchanging two columns 

ii) Invariance under exchanging two elements of 1st row and corresponding two elements 

of 2nd row. 

iii) For special cases 

{ 
j j + ~ 

.] .] + ~ 

§ 9j-symbol 

- 22 

-h. }3}· 
h .lJ 

(1 + .IJ + j - .J )(I + 9- j + .J) 
(2j + I )(2j + 2)(2.J-+- 1 )(2J + 2) 

( 1 - fl + j + .} )( 2 + 9 + j + .] ) 
(2j -t- 1 )(2j t- 2)(2.J + 1 )(2.J + 2). 



The definition of the 9j-symbol is 

{ 

)I 

= J(2h2 + 1)(2]34 + 1)(2jl3 + 1)(2]24 + l) ~3 
)!3 

The 9j-symbol has propert ies below. 
9 

)2 )!2 } 

)4. )34 . 

)24 J 

i) In variance except the sign facto r (-)E j , under exchanging two columns or Lwo rows 

{ 
. . . } { . )1 )2 )3 t . )4 

~4 ~5 ~6 = (-)·=·)· ~1 
)1 )8 )9 )1 

j5 J6 } 
9 

{ h ~2 ~3 = (- )·~ )• ~5 
)8 )9 )8 

JI J3 } 
~4 ~6 . 

)1 )9 

ii) For specia l cases 

{ 

~1 
)4 

)1 

~G} 
) I 
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